
PS&R Topics

KPMG is a member of a national PS&R User Group, made up of 
CMS personnel, Blue Cross Blue Shield Association, CGI (PS&R 
developer), MACs and vendors, the purpose of which is the 
continuing effort to enhance and maintain the PS&R system. We 
will try to bring you some of the current issues that the PS&R 
User Group is facing in our issues of MaxFacts.  In the meantime, 
we are updating the Compu-Max PS&R program to include the 
most recent changes.  If you have feedback on the Compu-Max 
PS&R program, or would like us to address an issue with our 
system, please let us know.

Current topics under discussion include:

1) Sequestration - 1000 Summary Report bug for Outpatient -
Sequestration on the 1000 report is currently excluding the 
sequestration due to outlier amount for Outpatient rows.

2) Adding Days/Visits to the 1000 Report – A request to include 
the Days/Visits value to the 1000 report has been made.

3) Further clarification for PS&R Error E329: Invalid Oscar ID - The 
current error text for E329 is: "Error E329: PSR User does not have 
a valid Oscar ID." This error is not very descriptive and can often 
lead to providers / MACs becoming confused as to what the 
problem is with their account which is causing them to be unable 
to login to PS&R. This error could mean a # of things and it may 
be in the best interest of the provider / MAC community to 
further clarify the error, which the committee is attempting to 
do.

4) CR8538: CAH EHR reduction - As part of the January 2015 FISS 
release (~1/5/2015), they will be implementing logic for an 
Electronic Health Record (EHR) reduction for CAH facilities 
reimbursed under Method 2 (where the CAH is reimbursed by 
Medicare, and in turn, reimburses the physicians 
themselves). FISS will be calculating the amount of the reduction 
at the line level in a new field, and including the total of the 
reduction for the claim in Value Code Q5.

5) PS&R Hospice Cap reports including claims paid outside of 
requested Paid Dates - PS&R Hospice Cap Reports are currently 
improperly displaying (on detail) / including in allocation counts 
(summary) claims for bene's with paid dates outside of the paid 
dates entered by the user requesting the report.

6) Change screen that loads after clicking submit - After clicking 
submit on an outside detail PS&R request (provider request), 
have the Detail Request Inbox be what the screen loads to and 
not the home screen. Typically if working multiple requests, 
implementing this would save extra clicks and load time.

7) Excluding Service Periods - Selecting a provider and choosing 
“Include subunits”, sometimes will result in a sub unit that may 
have tied out. As a result, when you get to the Enter Service 
Period screen and try to apply a certain range of service periods 
to all facilities, you may get an error because the range of dates 
doesn’t apply to all of the facilities. At this point, you would have 
to go back to the beginning and select the individual facilities. It 
would be beneficial if you could exclude all of the service periods 
for the one tied out facility (which currently displays an error).

8) Pioneer ACO Demo - For the purposes of testing alternative 
payment models, the Innovation Center at CMS is working with 
32 Arizona providers under the Pioneer ACO Demo. As a result of 
the demo, changes must be made in PS&R to reflect correct claim 
payment.

9) Impacts to PS&R as a result of RAC PIP expanding to new TOBs 
(CR 8971) - Currently, the RAC (Recovery Audit Contractor) PIP 
(Periodic Interim Payment) process is only applicable to the 
following TOBs: 11X, D01, D02, and 18X / 21X (MSP-LCC only). 
However, this process will be expanding to other TOBs for claims 
serviced on or after 04/01/2015, per a FISS system release 
(Current Implementation Date is scheduled for 04/06/2015). 

Other issues are also being discussed and will be presented in 
future Max Facts Newsletters. For more information, please 
contact Dave Lefkowitz at KPMG.
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The Max Facts Newsletter

KPMG Compu-Max users are receiving the Max Facts 
Newsletter to keep them informed of Medicare issues, 
software tools from KPMG, and about the Compu-Max team. 

If you have any questions regarding Medicare or Compu-Max 
that others might also have an interest in, please let us know 
and we’ll be happy to respond through the Newsletter.

KPMG Compu-Max Products for Hospitals:

Compu-Max 2552-10 
Compu-Max GME
Compu-Max Hospital Information Profiler (CHIP)
ProPapers Cost Report Preparation & Work Paper Tool 
Compu-Max PS&R Data Crosswalk Tool

KPMG Compu-Max Team

Don Fry, dfry@kpmg.com, (213) 955-8405 
Joe Sellars, jwsellars@kpmg.com, (904) 350-1234 
Joe Quinn, jwquinn@kpmg.com, (213) 955-1589 
Dave Lefkowitz, dlefkowi@kpmg.com, (818) 227-6930 
Jim David, jamesdavid@kpmg.com, (213) 430-2121 
Noreen Benton, nbenton@kpmg.com, (800) 243-7507 (1)
Marie Davis, mariedavis@kpmg.com, (800) 243-7507 (3) 
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